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hi there, i have a problem with my android device, it is a samsung gt
e2121l. i have install the driver and i'm able to see the android device
on the pc, but i cant see the modem itself. i have checked the registry
and there is nothing wrong with it. what could be the problem? i have

installed the driver. however, what is required is that i get to the
device. i have connected it to my computer. it shows in the usb device.

how do i get to it. i have tried the steps in the manual and none of it
seems to work. i have a samsung gt e2121l modem that came with my
galaxy s6 and i want to use it to make calls over a cell network. i have
successfully installed samsung usb debugging via samsung usb driver

tool v3.0.1 downloaded from the samsung download page on my
windows 8.1 computer. when i look at my phone i can see the phone
and i can see the modem but i am unable to dial a number and get a
phone connection. in case of samsung smartphone, the preloader is

the firmware that can be flashed into the samsung smartphones such
as s8, s9, and s9+. the preloader is connected to the pc via usb and is
required for the sp flash tool to flash firmware into the samsung phone.

if your samsung device is out of warranty, then you can flash it
yourself using the preloader. now that you know what the preloader is,
we can move on to the next purpose of these drivers. if your mediatek
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smartphone is out of warranty, then you should connect the said
smartphone to your pc to flash the firmware using sp flash tool. if you

can not do this, then you should seek help from an expert.
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finally, you have to choose the driver package that is most appropriate
for your device. any driver that is listed as ‘unknown device’ under the

device list in the screenshot below is the manufacturer’s generic
driver. the best way to figure out which driver works for your device is
to check the maker’s webpage. be it samsung, huawei, acer, nokia, or

motorola, almost all android usb drivers listed on this page can be
used on every android phone on the market. at the time of writing, the

samsung usb driver package that is compatible with the samsung
galaxy s8 is currently the most popular. the download link and step-by-

step guide to installing the driver is listed below. the installation
process is very similar to that of the other generic usb drivers listed

above. please make sure that the driver is compatible with your phone,
before proceeding with the installation process. the first step is to

download the driver package from the link provided in the screenshot
above. as this driver is compatible with a wide range of android

devices, we can safely assume that the package below should be
compatible with your device. since the link is hidden, i have provided a

direct download link for the package below as well. go ahead and
install the driver package using the method mentioned above. the next

step is to connect your device to your pc using a usb cable. once the
device is plugged in, you should be able to see the ‘samsung’ in the

device manager. if the driver is working correctly, a yellow exclamation
mark should be visible. if not, you should be able to see ‘windows
cannot verify that this driver is compatible with your hardware’

message. 5ec8ef588b
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